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Abstract
We propose a framework using normalizing-flow based models, SELF-Referencing
Embedded Strings, and multi-objective optimization that efficiently generates
small molecules. With an initial training set of only 100 small molecules, FastFlows generates thousands of chemically valid molecules in seconds. Because of
the efficient sampling, substructure filters can be applied as desired to eliminate
compounds with unreasonable moieties. Using easily computable and learned
metrics for druglikeness, synthetic accessibility, and synthetic complexity, we
perform a multi-objective optimization to demonstrate how FastFlows functions in
a high-throughput virtual screening context. Our model is significantly simpler and
easier to train than autoregressive molecular generative models, and enables fast
generation and identification of druglike, synthesizable molecules.
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Introduction

The goal of generative modeling of small molecules is to discover structurally novel molecules
with optimal physicochemical properties. Prior work using variational autoencoders (VAEs) [1],
generative adversarial networks (GANs) [2], and reinforcement learning [3] has shown the promise
of generative modeling in the chemical sciences. Normalizing flows (NFs) [4] have emerged as a
promising model architecture for chemical space distribution learning and molecular graph generation
[5, 6, 7, 8]. Unlike the generative models discussed above, NFs do not rely on a compressed latent
space representation for generative modeling. Instead, an NF learns an invertible mapping between a
simple base distribution and a target distribution.
Previous work applying NFs to molecule generation [5] has shown that NFs with post-hoc corrections
to enforce chemical validity achieve high validity, novelty, and uniqueness scores on benchmark
datasets like QM9 [9] and ZINC250K [10]. However, NFs require deep architectures with many
bijective transformations to model complex target distributions [11, 12, 13], which results in a
prohibitive computational cost to training flows [14]. Some applications of generative modeling
may call for learning immense, heterogeneous regions of chemical space, which deep DGMs seem
well-suited for. It remains to be seen whether DGMs have any utility in exploring more compact,
well-defined chemical spaces, where simpler methods like genetic algorithms [15] and particle swarm
optimization [16] are easier to use and just as, if not more, performative.
In this paper, we present FastFlows, a normalizing flow-based approach for fast and efficient molecular
graph sampling with DGMs. Through careful choice of the underlying flow architecture, FastFlows
avoids the common difficulties and instabilities of training other generative models like GANs and
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VAEs. Using the 100% robust SELF-referencing Embedded Strings (SELFIES) representation [17]
ensures that all generated samples are chemically valid, so we can train FastFlows in low-data
limits (10s or 100s of training datapoints) to "memorize" a target distribution, while still generating
novel, unique, and valid samples. Because FastFlows uses a simple molecular graph representation
(SELFIES) and does not use autoregressivity, tens of thousands of molecules can be generated
each second, avoiding the prohibitive time complexity of sampling from autoregressive DGMs.
FastFlows uses substructure filters to discard unreasonable molecules, and easily computed metrics
for druglikeness and synthetic accessibility/complexity are used to identify Pareto optimal molecules
from thousands of generated candidates. This work presents an effective scheme for practical, robust
molecular generation with DGMs, and a path towards discovering novel druglike compounds.
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FastFlows: Efficient Flow-Based Generative Models

To circumvent a common problem with molecular generative models - invalid outputs due to chemical
rules not being encoded in the model architecture - we first encode molecules as SELFIES strings
(Figure 1a). The SELFIES grammar and bond constraints enforce chemical valency rules, guaranteeing that generated SELFIES are syntactically and semantically valid, without requiring post-hoc
corrections or complex model architectures that are difficult to train. In a normalizing flow (NF)
(Figure 1b), vectors from a simple base distribution like a multi-dimensional Gaussian are passed
through the flow, and a sequence of invertible transformations maps the vector to a sample from the
target distribution.
We use an NF to model target distributions of molecules. Because NFs are composed of bijective
transformations, they provide an easily interpretable one-to-one mapping between inputs and outputs,
without lossy compression to a latent space representation. NFs offer both generative sampling
and exact likelihood calculation, unlike VAEs which provide only a lower-bound on log-likelihood
and GANs, which do not provide likelihood estimation. Here, the NF provides a simple and
straightforward means of generating new molecules.

Figure 1: a Representative molecule encoded as SMILES and SELFIES strings. b Normalizing flow
architecture that maps an input distribution to a target distribution through invertible transformations.
A schematic of the data pre-processing steps and mapping between the base and target distributions
is shown in Figure 2. SELFIES strings are one-hot encoded and dequantized [11] by adding random
noise from the interval [0, 0.95) to each element. The original inputs can be recovered by applying
a floor function, and the continuous dequantized inputs are used to train the model. The NF uses
real-valued non-volume preserving (Real NVP) transformations [11] with 32 layers and 8 residual
blocks per layer with 16 hidden feature maps, and checkerboard masking.
Real NVP has the advantages of efficient and fast training and sampling, unlike autoregressive models,
because sampling is parallelized over input dimensions [11]. Sampling efficiency is a key factor in
enabling FastFlows, although Real NVP is less expressive and requires a deeper network architecture
than more recently developed autoregressive and residual flows [12, 18]. The base distribution is a
multi-dimensional standard normal. When training FastFlows, a small batch size of 4 is used, the
learning rate is set to 1e-3, and the dataset is restricted to 100 samples from the target distribution.
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Figure 2: Dequantized one-hot encodings of SELFIES representations are inputs to the normalizing
flow. The normalizing flow maps a simple base distribution to a complex target distribution.

Figure 3: FastFlows workflow diagram. 100K molecules are sampled from a trained FastFlow in
4.2 seconds. Substructure filters are applied as needed, and objective targets are calculated for each
sample. Pareto optimal samples are identified according to trade-offs between druglikeness and
synthesizability.
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The molecular graph generation workflow is shown schematically in Figure 3. The generative model is
trained on an initial subset of training data. Due to the parallelized, efficient sampling of Real NVP, we
generate samples and transform them back into SMILES strings at a rate of 23,981 molecules/second
on a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU. Samples are filtered for uniqueness, pan-assay interfering
compounds [19], and unstable or reactive moieties [20]. Again, because of the cheap computational
and time costs of molecular generation, we can generate chemically valid samples from the target
distribution and filter out undesirable compounds as needed. Using a more sophisticated model
architecture or larger training set may increase the diversity and unique percentage of generated
samples, but FastFlows is designed for the practical purpose of rapid sampling that enables highthroughput virtual screening of compact target distributions, rather than generalized distribution
learning.
For simplicity, we score generated molecules with quantitative estimate of druglikeness (QED) [21],
synthetic accessibility (SA) [22], and a synthetic complexity score (SCScore) [23] learned from a
corpus of chemical reactions. The scored molecules are used to find the Pareto frontier of optimal
candidates, using the PyePAL [24] package. The algorithm for finding the Pareto frontier is given
in Algorithm 1. A molecule is Pareto dominated if there is another molecule that is at least as
performative along every metric, and more performative for at least one metric. Pareto optimal
molecules define the Pareto frontier, where target metrics cannot be improved without degrading
others.
Algorithm 1 Pareto frontier algorithm.
Input: generated molecule score values
for scores s in score list do
if any score > s then
add s to dominated list
end if
end for
Return: dominated list

. Find if point is dominated

For example, we might intuitively expect that synthetically complex molecules are less synthetically
accessible, which introduces a trade-off between the two properties. The Pareto frontier solves the
multi-objective optimization problem of identifying generated molecules that are maximally druglike,
synthesizable, and complex (more like a reaction product than a reactant). We also note that QED and
synthesizability metrics are correlated with model quality [25], whereas many other commonly used
generative model metrics can be trivially satisfied by a judicious choice of molecular representation
[15], or are not correlated with model quality [25].
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Experiments

QM9 Our goal is to provide a framework for solving the multi-objective optimization problem of
finding druglike, synthetically accessible, and synthetically complex molecules. While optimizing
for single objectives may lead to molecules that are too simple (synthetic accessibility), too similar
to already-known drugs (QED), or too complex (SCScore), simultaneously optimizing for all three
metrics leads to a richer exploration of the generated samples. Figure 4a-c shows the distributions of
SA, QED, and SCScore for over 2,000 generated molecules after applying filters.
Two-dimensional Pareto frontiers are shown in Figure 4d-f, comparing trade-offs between each
combination of metrics. In Figure 4e, we observe that calculating the Pareto frontier with respect
to SCScore and SA reduces the candidate molecule space from over 2,000 to only three molecules.
Each frontier provides a short list of Pareto optimal candidates for further investigation, via more
computationally demanding techniques like docking and molecular dynamics simulations.
ChEMBL We repeat the above FastFlow experiment trained on 100 compounds from ChEMBL
[26]. ChEMBL molecules are, on average, much larger than those from QM9, which impacts training
and generation. After training on ChEMBL molecules, FastFlows generates 481 molecules per second
(versus nearly 24,000 molecules per second when trained on QM9). Still, the extremely fast sampling
means that sampling molecules is memory-limited rather than time-limited.
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Figure 4: Distributions of a synthetic accessibility, b quantitative estimate of druglikeness, and c
synthetic complexity score for generated samples. Pareto frontiers (d-f) for generated samples.
While the FastFlows approach extends to more relevant target distributions for drug discovery like
ChEMBL, the increased dimensionality of interesting chemical spaces presents a difficulty for flowbased models. For 100 random samples from ChEMBL, the largest SELFIES string is 552 characters
and the SELFIES vocabulary includes 33 characters, yielding a target distribution with dimensionality
of 18216. Mapping the base 18216-dimensional standard normal distribution to the target with an NF
requires many successive bijective transformations, and again highlights the need for more expressive
flows that preserve fast sampling and training.
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Discussion

In this work, we presented FastFlows, a framework for generative modeling of small molecules
using normalizing flows. We showed that lightweight normalizing flows trained in the low-data
limit on SELFIES representations can be used as computationally cheap, efficient deep generative
models for sampling chemical matter from target distributions. Fast training and the ability to
sample more than 20,000 molecules / second enable coupling of the generative model to downstream
filtering and multi-objective optimization to identify chemically valid, unique, synthetically accessible,
and complex druglike molecules. We demonstrated this workflow on target distributions from
the QM9 and ChEMBL datasets. Importantly, the code used for deep generative modeling in
this work is available in the DeepChem package [27] implemented with TensorFlowProbability
[28], and in the nflows PyTorch library [29] and the SELFIES library [17] at https://github.
com/aspuru-guzik-group/selfies. We identified challenges with using normalizing flows
for distribution learning, namely, the need for deep networks with many bijective transformations
to adequately learn a mapping to the target distribution. For this reason, it is prohibitive from a
computational cost standpoint for current flow-based models to be competitive with other architectures
on distribution learning tasks [14].
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